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A

sked what springs to mind
when she thinks of her
native Australia, designer
KymEllerysaysit’sthe“sunshine, kangaroos and the
rugged Indian Ocean”. Until recently
the country wasn’t much associated with
high fashion. Picture its style,
and thoughts typically turn to
flip-flops,boardshortsandBillabong.But
now a clutch of new contemporary
brands are changing all that, and are utilising the vibrancy and relaxed nature
of the Aussie way of life to create garments that are functional, fun and undeniablychic.
“In Sydney, we have the beach as our
backyard and this affects the way we live
— it’s all about comfort, functionality
and style and fusing the three together,”
says Pip Edwards, co-founder of lifestyle label PE Nation.
Her brand launched last March, and
blends the outdoorsy, fitness side of the
Australian lifestyle with wearability.
The label’s sports leggings sit high on the
waist and come with Mondrian-esque
colour block prints and a mini zip in the
waistband, just big enough to store a
credit card — perfect for when you grab
a smoothie en route from the gym.
Windbreaker jackets with giant logo lettering are cut slouchy with elongated
sleeves. Meanwhile, zippers are invisible and the hood is concealed. Colour,
says Edwards, is the brand’s main selling
point: “It changes your mood and gives
you confidence.”
Handbag brand Mon Purse, founded
by Lana Hopkins in 2015, was born after
an unsuccessful search for a bag at
Bondi’s Westfield mall ended with a visit

‘Australian fashion makes
you feel like you want
to run down the street
with wind in your hair’
to the Build-A-Bear toy workshop. “I
realised that if it was possible for kids to
build their own teddy bears, and for people to create customised Nike shoes,
there had to be a way to create highquality, bespoke bags,” Hopkins says.
At Mon Purse, consumers can
design every single aspect of their bag
online: with six billion options to choose
from in total. And while the styles aren’t
necessarily fit for the beach (the
line includes shoppers (£299),
tote bags (£330) and backpacks (£430)
crafted from Italian leathers), the
brand’s message is quintessentially Aussie — freedom and functionality.
“Rather than dictating what customers
want, we empower them by building a
series of boldly colour-blocked templates,” says Hopkins.
Ease and a laid-back sensibility
are common factors among brands
coming out of Australia, and they make
good business sense for stockists, too.
“As a global retailer, having collections from the southern hemisphere on a different fashion calendar can be very advantageous,” says Lisa Aiken, fashion
retail director at Net-a-Porter,
which stocks 27 Australian
brands, including demifine jewellery brand
Sarah & Sebastian
(founder Sarah Gittoes
says its “playful” collections are inspired by the
beach), and bohemian
clothing and swim label
Zimmermann.
“These labels all
have a defined aesthetic
and strong design signature that is incredibly
important in an industry
where the customer’s attention is being pulled in so
many different directions,”
says Aiken.
Instagram has also
increased their global
visibility, both for buyers and
consumers: new Australian
brands such as X Nihilo (handbags), SIR the Label (ready-towear), Quay Australia (sunglasses) and Fella Swim all have
thousands of followers, and
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many have shoppable accounts. “It’s
about finding something new that
isn’t overly exposed. Social media has
been a huge influence in creating this
shift,” says Aiken.
Selfridges womenswear buyer
Heather Gramston agrees: “The
discovery process is faster than previously as we aren’t limited to viewing
collections during fashion weeks.
We’re looking for world-class
products, and these new niche labels are
solution-focused.”
Selfridges picked up both Mon Purse
and PE Nation for SS17, and its buy of
Australian brands is up by 400 per cent
on 2015. This season, the London store
has collaborated with Sunnylife,
purveyors of the ubiquitous pool
inflatables, on an exclusive range of
beach accessories that includes pingpong bats emblazoned with cartoon
cacti (£19) and a banana-shaped
lilo wearing sunglasses (£42). Last year,
the store sold out of its pink flamingo
pool float in three weeks, and had to
increase its order by 250 per cent to
cope with demand.
“There’s a sense of adventure, fun and
mindfulness that differentiates Australian labels,” says Gramston. “And an
independent spirit, innovation and an
understanding of what women want to
wear now that’s specific to those Aussie

‘For a global retailer,
having collections on a
different fashion calendar
can be very advantageous’
Zimmermann SS17

Zimmermann

Mon Purse

Zimmermann
might just be
the fashion
industry’s
ultimate
bohemian brand.
Founded in 1991
by sisters Nicky
and Simone
Zimmermann in
Sydney, the brand
began when Nicky
started selling
their homemade garments at Paddington
Market. It has stayed true to its original
vision and peddles what the pair describe
as “sophisticated femininity, with a love of
colour and print”. Zimmermann was the
first label to add high fashion elements to
its swimwear, and in true Aussie style,
their SS17 swim lookbook was shot at
Bondi Icebergs — possibly the most
Instagrammed infinity pool of all time.

Launched in 2015 by
Lana Hopkins, this
bespoke bag brand is
based in Sydney and
manufactured in
Europe using Italian
leather. Every aspect
of the design can be
customised
and designs are turned around within four
weeks. The bag-building software uses a
3D modelling system to render each bag in
its fully customised form, so what the
consumer sees on screen is exactly what
they get. The brand has 50,000
Instagram followers and counting.

PE Nation

Founded in March 2016 by
ex-Sass & Bide designers
Pip Edwards and Claire
Tregoning, PE Nation now
ships to more than 30
countries. The label fuses
activewear with fashion, and
each garment is wear-tested
by every member of the team
to ensure that it fits on all
body types. “PE Nation is an
extension of who Claire and
I are: multitasking mums,
juggling work, life, fitness and
family, and the brand gets us
through our day stylishly and
effortlessly,” Edwards says.
The duo have just launched
a denim line, and their
sneaker collaboration with
Reebok sold out within hours.

Ellery
Born in Perth, Kym Ellery studied at Central Saint
Martins in London before founding her brand in
Sydney in 2007. The brand employs 50 staff, in
Sydney and Paris, including craftsmen in Australia —
although skills are more difficult to come by there,
she says. “In France and Europe you can see that
fashion is a much deeper-rooted part of their culture.
With that youth also brings a lot of challenges to the
Australian fashion industry because manufacturing
high-quality product isn’t something that Australia
has in its DNA. Even so, I have been lucky to find
some incredible craftsmen.”

labels we’re carrying, and suits the
needs of a global fashion consumer.”
Kym Ellery of the eponymous brand
Ellery counts Dover Street Market,
Browns and Net-a-Porter among her
stockists. Already more established
on the international stage, in 2015
she became the third Australian brand
to be invited to show as part of Paris
Fashion Week. While headquartered in
Paris, the label’s main design studio
is still based in Sydney, and it is here
that she makes the samples, digital
patterns and manages its art direction.
It still ships internationally from its
Sydney warehouse too.
“To access what is Australian in ethos
stereotypically isn’t really aligned with
my brand,” says Ellery of her aesthetic,
which she describes as “architectural,
tailored and voluminous”. But her outlook “and the general journey of the
brand are thanks to the Australian way
of thinking. As a country, there is a
feeling of being able to do whatever you
want professionally and not ever being
held back by social restraint,” she says.
Nevertheless, her garments do have a
touch of that Down Under sense of fun.
The new interest in transeasonal —
or off-season collections — and the
boom in vacation wear have also been
instrumental in the success of some
Australian brands.
Childhood friends Aytan Mehdiyeva
and Zumrud Mammadova decided
to launch their Notting Hill-based
store The Dayrooms last November
after discovering scores of new labels
on a trip to Sydney. “We found so
many great brands, and we were really
frustrated that we couldn’t buy
them when we returned home,” says
Mammadova. The store — a crisp,
clean space with muted pink walls and
marble accents punctuated by the odd
cactus or 10 — stocks only Aussie
brands, including MLM Label, Ginger &
Smart, and Camilla. Pottery from Mud
Australia can be found in the homewares room, while candles from Melbourne-based candle-makers Damselfly
(£38) come bearing slogans such as
“Humble, with just a hint of Kanye”, and
“Namaste, bitches”.
The store’s main selling point is that it
helps customers avoid the hefty Parcelforce import duties that come with purchasing from an Aussie site. “Australian
fashion is like nothing else in the world,”
says Mammadova. “It makes you feel
light and free and like you want to run
down the street with wind in your hair
and sand in your toes.” Fashion that
comes with a feelgood factor — a certifiable commercial success.

